FOUR SEASONS IN ONE DAY
Sensory story

Windy
Out for a walk
Look up at the sky
Oh No! windy weather lots of
leaves blown by.
I put my heavy coat on,
Even a blanket for my knees.

Use big mac switch to record windy noise and support the learner to activate during the story or
make the sound of the
wind close to the learner’s
ear.

Blow gently so the learners
can feel the wind on their
cheek.

Keep my teeth from chattering
Wind blowing up my sleeves

Cover learners knees with
a blanket.

Sunny
Out for a walk
Look up at the sky
Lovely sunny weather as I walk by

Put on my shades ,because the sun is
bright
Put on my cool hat, because the sun
will burn me
Taking off all those heavy clothes that
make me Hot !!!
Really hot !
Boiling Hot !
Hot! Hot! Hot!
using a fan to cool my body
because the sun is Hot.

Support the learners to feel sunny weather:
use projected images; use an umbrella to
create a shade; wear hat and sunglasses;
wave the paper.

Rain
Out for a walk,
Look up at the sky

Pour water into a
bucket, so the learner can hear the
sound of rain.

Oh no!
I can see rainy weather coming
as I walk by
I put on my raincoat to keep me
warm and dry
I put up my umbrella to keep
the rain off me

Splish ,splash,splash splosh
I love splashing the puddles with
my wellies.

Use an umbrella,
splash water in the
bowl so the learner
can feel and hear
the rain.

Thunder and lightning
Out for a walk

Bang a bucket or a
drum so the learners
can hear the thunder.

Look up at the sky
Oh No! I see thunder and
lighting exploding in the sky
Flash, Bang ,bang,
Bang ,wait for the next lot
Flash, Bang ,bang, Bang

So loud my ears might fall
off!
Back on with the heavy coat
Back on with the scarf

Flash Bang bang bang!
Cor, you’re having a laugh!.

Use a projector and
plasma ball and turn
the light off so the
learners can see the
thunder and lightning.

Sunny
Out for a walk

Look up at the sky
Lovely sunny weather as I walk by

Put on my shades ,because the sun is
bright
Put on my cool hat, because the sun
will burn me
Taking off all those heavy clothes that
make me Hot !!!
Being cool, feeling cool...
using a fan to cool my body
because the sun is Hot.
But that’s enough mixed weather I’m
going home.

Support the learners to feel sunny weather:
use projected images; use an umbrella to
create a shade; wear hat and sunglasses;
wave the paper.

